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Abstract—The most significant parameters of image
processing are image resolution and speed of processing.
Compressing the multimedia datasets, which are rich in
quality and volume is challenging. Wavelet based image
compression techniques are the best tools for lossless
image compression, however, they suffer by low
compression ratio. Conversely fractional cosine transform
based compression is a lossy compression technique with
less image quality. In this paper, an improved
compression technique is proposed by using wavelet
transform and discrete fractional cosine transform to
achieve high quality of reconstruction of an image at high
compression rate. The algorithm uses wavelet transform
to decompose image into frequency spectrum with low
and high frequency sub bands. Application of
quantization process for both sub bands at two levels
increases the number of zeroes, however rich zeroes from
high frequency sub bands are eliminated by creating the
blocks and then storing only non-zero values and kill all
blocks with zero values to form reduced array. The
arithmetic coding method is used to encode the sub bands.
The Experimental results of proposed method are
compared with its primitive two dimensional fractional
cosine and fractional Fourier compression algorithms and
some significant improvements can be observed in peak
signal to noise ratio and self-similarity index mode at
high compression ratio.
Index Terms—Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
decomposition, One-dimensional Discrete Fractional
Cosine Transform (DFrCT), Quantization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image compression is a technique employed for
reducing the number of bits to represent an image data,
which in turn reduces the storage space [1-3]. The
compression methods minimize the size of an image by
eliminating the redundancy. In a lossy compression
method, strict elimination of all redundant information
leads to a loss in image quality [4,5], whereas, in lossless
image compression some of the redundancy, which is
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very significant for image quality is retained and encoded
to increase the quality of image [6,7]. In transform based
image compression, a set of transformed coefficients are
generated by applying defined filters. Eliminating the
correlated coefficients or zero coefficients based on
defined threshold leads to compression [8,9].
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is well suited for
block-based lossy compression but a large number of
blocks leads to a problem of artifact and low compression
performance [10]. The wavelet-based compression
technique is the best choice for lossless compression,
amongst all transforms due to its multi-resolution
property [11]. The wavelet domain has the key role in
feature extraction by identifying the smoothness in
different functional spaces and represent them in terms of
wavelet coefficients [12,13]. On the other hand, Discrete
fractional Cosine transform (DFrCT) has the close
relation with DCT with one free parameter (fractional
order) as its function. The normal DCT is achieved by
reducing the free parameter to zero, otherwise, it will be a
conservative DCT, and hence use of optimum fractional
order gives us perfect compression ratio [14]. Several
wavelets based hybrid lossy compression techniques are
used to improve the signal quality at high compression
rate. A hybrid method of singular value decomposition
(SVD) and embedded zero tree wavelet (EZW) for ECG
signal [15], shows significant improvement in
compression ratio and excellent quality of image
reconstruction but has complexity in extracting the
features. A lossy compression [16], using Wavelet
difference reduction(WDR) with SVD is used to get highquality reconstruction. Similarly, a hybrid wavelet
compression algorithm [17] uses DWT for decomposition
and two level DCT to compress low-frequency wavelet
coefficients resulting in high compression ratio. Thus,
compressing low-frequency wavelet coefficients without
disturbing the compactness is the key to achieve good
compression [18,19]. In this paper, we present an
improved grayscale image compression technique using
DWT and DFrCT.
The paper is organized as follows: In sections 2-4 a
concise preface to DWT, DFrCT and Quantization for
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compression are presented. The proposed compression
scheme using DWT-DFrCT is presented in section 5.
Section 6 gives the results and discussions, followed by
conclusion in section 7.

II. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM FOR
DECOMPOSITION
The wavelet-based signal analysis has become more
and more popular because of its multiresolution property.
This property is exploited in converting the original
signal into its frequency spectrum. In wavelet
decomposition process, an input signal is transformed
into fine discrete samples of inherent mother wavelet
functions or wavelet coefficients of different resolutions
[20]. For each decomposition level, it uses scaling and
mother wavelet function to generate two classes of
wavelet coefficients (approximate and detailed
coefficients). In two-dimensional wavelet decomposition,
for each level it produces approximate (LL), horizontal
detail (HL), vertical detail(LH) and diagonal detail (HH)
sub bands as shown in Fig.1.
Approximate
(LL)

Horizontal
detail (HL)

Vertical
detail (LH)

Diagonal
detail (HH)

As decomposition level increases, the image undergoes
partition of four sub-image and significant information
spread towards the top left corner and residual
information concentration spreads towards a right bottom
corner of the image [21]. Hence, by neglecting the right
bottom sub band the redundancy in an image can be
decreased and it helps in the compression process.
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matrix.
In general, for image compression, two-dimensional
DFrCT is used by processing row and column, but in this
paper, we have used one-dimensional DFrCT to code the
wavelet decomposed LL sub bands. Here each column of
LL sub band has been compressed with an optimized
angle of rotation a .

IV. QUANTIZATION
OSINE

The Discrete fractional Cosine Transform (DFrCT) is
the general version of discrete cosine transform (DCT)
with one additional free parameter as a fractional order.
Fractional order modulates the transform into DCT or
conventional DCT. In this work one dimensional DCT-1
kernel is derived by using N point DFT Eigen vectors
then convert it into DFrCT kernel.
Consider,
T
V  V0 , V1 ,.........., V N  2 , V N 1 , V N  2 ,......V1  is an even
eigen vectors of (2N-2)- point DFT kernel matrix,
F2 N 2V  V (  1,1)
Where,

V  V0 , 2V1 ,...., 2VN 1 , VN 1



In the computation of DCT, the infinite number of
eigen vectors are generated from even Hermite-Gauss
eigenvectors of Fourier matrix [23]. However, for DFrCT



Fig.1. Wavelet decomposition.
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eigenvector for DFrCT derived from the Nth order DFT
Hermite Eigen vectors from [24]. From angular rotation
parameter    / 2 , we can derive DFrCT, for   1 ,
it will become DFT kernel and C N , becoming identity

Original Image
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will be the eigen vectors of N- Point DCT kernel matrix,
where  are its eigen vectors

(1)

The quantization is applied to both LL and non-LL
sub-bands individually in two stages. In the first stage,
multiply the quantization scale with the median value of
sub band to increase the correlation by using equation (6)
then divide the wavelet decomposed sub bands by
quantization scale to reduce the redundancy.

Q1  Quantization _ Scale  max( sub _ band _ A) (5)

Sub _ band _ A  round(sub _ band / Q1 )

(6)

Level two quantization is performed for only LL sub
bands by creating the quantization matrix and
transformed coefficients are divided by Q2, which
eliminates the insignificant coefficients by inserting
zeros[25].
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1, if (m  1, n  1)
Q2 (m, n)  
m  n  R, if (m  1, n  1)

This compression algorithm uses fallowing steps,
(7)

In this paper, the quantization scale for LL sub band is
fixed to 0.01, but for now, LL sub bands are varied in
accordance with compression ratio.

V. PROPOSED COMPRESSION SCHEME
The wavelet transform facilitates analysis of the signal
in time-frequency domain by representing the source
image into a cluster of significant coefficients in four
frequency spectrums. A compact time domain analysis in
DFrCT helps us to code the more significant sub bands
with reduced size without reducing the signal quality.
This combination is more efficient because it generates
more de-correlated coefficients than spatial based
compression algorithms. Fig.2. shows the algorithm for
the proposed method of compression.

LL sub band

Non LL sub band
1D DFrCT
(  opt )

Level-1& 2 Quantization
& divide into blocks

Imaginary
part

Ignore

(8X8)

Real part

Non zero
blocks &
its position

Ignore

MP point DFT Hermite even eigen
vectors MP  2( N  1) .

i.

Generate

ii.

By using equation (2) compute DCT_I eigen
vectors from DFT Hermite even eigen vectors.
Then find out DFrCT kernel by using equation (3).

Imaginary part is ignored in encoding gives lossy
compression. The optimum fractional order used for
different test images for good compression, and store
them as a reduced array followed by the arithmetic
encoder with header tags.

Level-1 Quantization &
convert matrix into an array

No

Step1: The image is subjected to wavelet
decomposition with the sufficient number of levels,
which split the image into LL and non-LL sub bands.
First level non-LL sub bands are neglected. Then apply
the level-1 quantization for both the sub bands.
Step2: The non-LL sub bands are segmented into
blocks of size (8x8). Store the significant non-zero blocks
and its position and the remaining blocks are zero. Apply
leve-2 quantization and then encode them by arithmetic
coding.
Step3: Create the level-2 quantization matrix for each
column of LL sub band. Create N- point DFrCT kernel by
optimized rotational angle α following the steps are given
below:

iii.

Source image

DWT
decompositi
on

Level-2 Quantization

Yes
Non zero blocks
into reduced array

Step4:. IDFrCT is applied for decoded LL sub band
and decoded blocks of nonzero non-LL sub bands are
restored to their original position remaining all blocks are
padded by zero. This is orthogonal process hence the
decompression is inverse of the compression method.
Finally, IDWT is applied for both sub bands to
reconstruct high-quality source image.
The compression percentage (CP) and peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR) are calculated with respect to the
original image and compressed image. The increase in
PSNR values indicates better reconstruction quality of
images.

I1 (m, n)  I 2 (m, n)  100 
CP 

I 2 (m, n)



(8)

where, mean square error (MSE) is given as,
+
Arithmetic encoder

Compressed bit stream
Fig.2. Pipelined view of a proposed lossy compression algorithm.
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(10)

where, I 1 in I 2 are original and reconstructed images,
respectively, with m, n representing row and columns.
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In this work, the PSNR values are enhanced by
computing DWT-DFrCT and IDWT-IDFrCT for LL sub
bands repeatedly with optimized quantization factor and
fractional orders (aα). The non-LL sub bands are
compressed by erasing the more number of zero blocks in
sub bands with high quantization factors. At the same
time, LL sub bands are compactly coded and compressed
with an optimal fractional order (aα).

that original samples are coded with few samples of
DFrCT coefficients.
131 LL wavelet coefficients
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
The strength of proposed compression algorithm is
evaluated by numerical simulations. The original test
images ‘Lena’, ‘Barbara’, ‘Cameraman’, ‘Rice’, and ‘IC’
dimension 512  512 are used to analyze the
compression techniques.
This proposed compression method uses three
optimization measures to increase the compression
performance.
A. Use of mother wavelet for decomposition
At first, the ‘Debauchees-4’ (Db-4) mother wavelet is
used for decomposition. Its quadrature mirror filter
coefficients for decomposition are given as:

-500
-1000
0

20

40

60

80

Time (Sec)
131 reconstructed coefficients

600

400

200

0
0

20

40

60

80

Time (Sec)

Fig.3. Compression and reconstruction of 131 wavelet coefficient using
DFrCT (aα=0.97) at 80% CP.

The detailed coefficient values obtained from DFrCT
itself has imaginary value as well as real values in the
complex number. But, this algorithm involves in
calculations of only real part and neglect the imaginary
part of the complex number in order to boost the image
compression.

Table.1 Db4 wavelet coefficients used for decomposition
HPF coefficients

LPF coefficients
Lena(LL)

0.0105974018
0.0328830116
0.0308413818
-0.187034811
-0.027983769
0.6308807679
0.7148465705
0.2303778133

g0=
g1=
g2=
g3=
g4=
g5=
g6=
g7=

-0.2303778133
0.71484657055
-0.6308807679
-0.0279837694
0.1870348117
0.0308413818
-0.0328830117
-0.0105974018

Two vanishing moments in Db4 helps us to reconstruct
the original signal from half of its wavelet coefficients
(smoothing the functions of original signal). However,
this property of Db4 helps in neglecting the level one
detail coefficients, during reconstruction. As long as we
increase the decomposition level, the low frequency sub
band becomes more correlated. But, levels are limited to
three for this discussion, since levels above this limit
leads to a loss in reconstructed image quality.
B. Optimization in DFrCT
The LL sub band obtained from wavelet decomposition
has more number of correlation coefficients. It is essential
to optimize DFrCT kernel with specific fractional order
for LL sub band coding. Use of Eigen vector based
DFrCT computational procedure is more preferable due
to its flexibility over the selection of fractional order in
coding chirp signal. In this discussion, LL sub band of
Lena image is used for the optimization study of
fractional orders in DFrCT. The Fig..3 shows the 131
samples of LL sub band coefficients of ‘Lena’ image are
compressed by using DFrCT kernel with fractional order
(aα) 0.97 for 80% CP. From this figure one can observe

Copyright © 2018 MECS
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h0=
h1=
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h7=

60
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30
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0
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fractional order

Fig.4. Fractional orders manually computed for different CP by using
LL sub band of ‘Lena’ image.

In this algorithm fractional order

(a ) of DFrCT is

optimized with respect to CP. Thus, fractional orders are
manually calculated and select the one specific value
where maximum CP is obtained. From Fig.4., it is
observed that the CP is not so linear with respect to
fractional order and it is gradually increasing above the
0.70 up to 0.99 fractional orders (*highlighted in red box
in Fig.4. has maximum CP). Hence, this range of (a )
is used throughout this compression process.
C. Optimization in Quantization and coding of non LL
sub band
This algorithm uses two levels of quantization.
Compressed LL coefficients are very sensitive in nature,
which needs less quantization scale and hence we use
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fixed scale of 0.01 throughout the algorithm. However,
non LL sub bands has high redundancy and needs coarse
quantization, hence we used variable scales ranging from
0.001 to 0.2. Defining quantization scale is directly
proportional to CP of the algorithm. Increase in
quantization value reduces the size of compressed bit
stream with small compromise with quality of image.
The Fig.6. Reveals the graphical comparison of a three
non LL sub bands of Lena image are quantized with
different quantization scales over CP.

This graph proves that use of one specific quantization
scale is enough for compression of both three sub band.
After quantization process, the non LL sub band
enriched by large number of zeroes and they are
eliminated by creating the blocks. The number of non
zero blocks identified in non LL sub bands are tabulated
in T able.1.
Table.2.number of non-zero blocks identified in quantized non LL sub
bands (128X128) of ‘Lena’ image.
Block
size

% HL sub band
% LH sub band
% HH sub band

90

8X8
16X16
32X32
64X64

80
70

23

Total
blocks
256
64
16
4

No. non zero blocks
HL
219
52
15
4

LH
187
48
13
4

HH
148
33
12
4

60

From above table we found that increase in block size
increases the non-zero blocks and forced to code as
reduced array. Even one non-zero value exist in a block,
is considered as non-zero block and it must encode.
Hence in this algorithm 8X8 blocks is used to enhance
the image compression.

CP

50
40
30
20
10
0
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

Quantization scale

Fig.5. Quantization scale versus CP for non LL sub band.
Table 3. MSE and PSNR values obtained with the proposed method for different compression percentage for Lena, Barbara, cameramen and IC
images.
Test images

Lena

Barbara

Cameramen

Rice

IC

Compression
percentage(%)
20
40
50
60
70
80
20
40
50
60
70
80
20
40
50
60
70
80
20
40
50
60
70
80
20
40
50
60
70
80

Copyright © 2018 MECS

Wavelet
decomposition level
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3

Quantization factor
for non-LL
0.001
0.002
0.006
0.01
0.03
0.08
0.002
0.01
0.012
0.015
0.02
0.03
0.001
0.008
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.35
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.09
0.15
0.2

(aα ) for LL

MSE

PSNR

0.93
0.90
0.84
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.97
0.94
0.92
0.99
0.97
0.91
0.94
0.99
0.95
0.98
0.96
0.92
0.96
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.95
0.96
0.98
0.94
0.97

18.745
20.189
20.221
20.175
21.194
26.154
146.87
170.98
171.08
175.26
179.54
183.4
12.79
12.74
13.08
13.23
14.45
15.04
44.38
63.19
73.60
87.50
103.51
132.4
98.78
101.68
105.12
116.37
148.96
159.74

36.23
35.29
35.19
35.08
34.86
33.95
28.76
25.89
25.82
25.79
25.78
25.22
37.09
37.06
36.94
36.59
36.01
35.96
31.96
30.12
29.86
28.71
27.98
26.38
29.07
28.05
27.91
27.42
27.08
25.97
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The above optimization steps are included in proposed
compression algorithm and results are calculated as
follows: The Table .3 shows the proposed compression
algorithm at CP 20, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80% by varying
the wavelet decomposition levels, optimum quantization
scale and fractional order (a ) are used. Here we found
that the 20% CP is achieved by wavelet decomposition at
level one and anything above 20 is achieved at level three
decomposition. At the same time, the quantization scale

for non-LL sub-band varies from 0.001 to 0.2 and for LL
sub band compression by using optimum fractional order
varies from 0 to 1. The simulated results for Lena image
at different CP is shown in Fig.6. It is observed that the
proposed algorithm preserves quality of reconstructed
image even at CP 85%. This quality loss in reconstructed
image at 85% CP is not so observable for normal eye
perception.

PSNR(db)

Fig.6. (a)Original Lena image(512X512) and compressed by using proposed method at(b)20% with PSNR 36.23db, (c)40% with PSNR 35.29db,
(d)60% with PSNR 35.08db, (e)80% with PSNR 33.29db and (f)85% with PSNR 32.33db.

Lena
Barbara
Cameraman
Rice
IC

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

CP(%)
Fig.7. PSNR for different images plotted as the function of compression
percentage obtained using DWT-DFrCT.
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The Fig.7 shows there is an existence of ambiguity in
between PSNR and CP for different test images. Whereas
we observe that, increase in CP leads to a reduction in
PSNR values and vice-versa.
Here two comparison study is carried out with
proposed method for compete of interest. At first,
proposed method is compared with two dimensional
DFrCT and DFrFT. Secondly, with current compression
technology JPEG and JPEG2000. In Tabel.4. the results
obtained with a proposed method, DFrFT and DFrCT [26]
are tabulated. The PSNR, MSE values are fixed at CP of
75%. We find that the reconstruction quality of Lena and
cameraman is better than the other methods. Because,
these image samples have rich inter pixel relations and
contain less edge information. Fig. 8 shows the graphical
PSNR comparison of the proposed method using DFrFT
and DFrCT at compression percentage 75%. The results
show that quality of reconstruction by proposed methods
is significantly better in terms of PSNR.
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Table 4. Comparison of MSE and PSNR values, obtained for different images, using proposed method with DFrCT and DFrFT
Test images

Compression
percentage

Lena
Barbara
Cameramen
Rice
IC

75
75
75
75
75

DFrCT[26]
aα
0.94
0.99
0.99
0.92
0.99

MSE
313.8
543.04
464.30
161.52
512.26

DFrFT [26]
PSNR
22.0
19.6
20.37
24.95
19.94

DFrCT
DFrFT
DWT-DFrCT
35
30

PSNR

25
20
15
10
5
0
1

2

3

4

5

Test images

aα
0.93
0.91
0.97
0.92
0.94

MSE
97.8
339.7
180.7
122.2
44.8

PSNR
25.21
20.91
24.40
24.57
26.11

Q
0.05
0.04
0.02
0.3
0.2

DWT-DFrCT
(level 3)
aα
MSE
0.94
22.73
0.98
172.8
0.96
14.28
0.98
121.4
0.96
153.6

PSNR
34.52
25.73
36.54
27.28
26.26

The comparison study extends in Table.5 of proposed
method with JPEG and JPEG2000. However some
images like, Barbara and IC has less PSNR value than
JPEG2000, but better than JPEG. These two images have
rich edge information, which needs fine refining for each
set of wavelet coefficients.
From above simulation and comparison study we
noticed that the images with less edge information are
recovered better by proposed method with reduced error.
If image has more number of edges, then the performance
of this compression algorithm is going to be reduced.
This is due to DFrCT coding with irrespective of all edge
coefficients and two levels of quantization process kills
few coefficients at encoding stage.

Fig.8. Comparison of PSNR for test images (1.Lena; 2.Barbara;
3.cameraman; 4.rice; 5.IC) using DFrCT, DFrFT and DWT-DFrCT.

Table 5. Comparison of MSE and PSNR values, obtained for different images, using proposed method with JPEG and JPEG2000

Test images

Compression
percentage

Lena
Barbara
Cameramen
Rice
IC

80
80
80
80
80

JPEG
MSE
25.33
178.9
18.06
131.4
172.0

JPEG2000
PSNR
28.67
24.33
34.11
26.02
26.76

MSE
24.04
183.49
22.76
132.8
186.0

PSNR
33.46
31.24
36.07
26.05
30.07

Q
0.05
0.04
0.02
0.3
0.2

DWT-DFrCT
(level 3)
aα
MSE
0.94
23.44
0.98
178.9
0.96
15.99
0.98
132.
0.96
160.0

PSNR
33.52
24.33
35.65
26.71
25.54

This proposed algorithm is target to increase the
quality of image reconstruction at high CP. Hence it is
quite obvious to compromise with PSNR values to
implement high CP.

with current compression methods. This proposed
algorithm is suitable for applications, which requires high
compression percentage and bit compromised with PSNR.
Overall simulation results and comparative studies show
better performance with high compression percentages.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
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